It’s hard to believe we are half way through the semester—one step closer to summer! Find funding for your upcoming summer and other future research. Also, check out a helpful tip to grab reviewers attention with the proposal’s title. See what grant opportunities all disciplines are eligible to apply for as well as ones specific to your school.

Are our newsletters not enough for your grant search? Wish you could see future month’s opportunities and get ahead on applying? ORGA is excited to announce our brand new Funding Opportunities Spreadsheet! This is an live, continuously updated chart listing a variety of grant opportunities that our staff finds. Search by school, funding agency or deadlines without the stress of online searches. Explore over 60 grant opportunities posted now. Check back often to see what’s new!

Let us know what kinds of grant-making organizations and grants opportunities you want us to find and add to the spreadsheet by emailing us at grants@cofc.edu.

Contact the ORGA staff with grants-related and research compliance-related inquiries at grants@cofc.edu and/or compliance@cofc.edu

Winning the First Impression!

First impressions are everything—even in writing. When reviewers are looking at dozens grant proposals, it’s easy to get lost in the mix or come off too strong trying to stand out. Read How to Write a Winning Grant Title from Redwood Ink for ten things to keep in mind when developing a title as well as five steps to help you brainstorm.

Sloan Foundation Historical Research on the Practices and Institutions of Social and Natural Science: Due 16 MAR 2023

The Sloan Foundation is accepting Letters of Inquiry until March 16, 2023, for their Historical Research on the Practices and Institutions of Social and Natural Science grant. They hope to fund projects that advance practices of research in natural and social science, engineering and technology. Up to $250,000 will be awarded to faculty-led research projects.

Department of State Public Diplomacy Grants in Kuwait: Due 1 APRIL 2023

The U.S. Embassy in Kuwait’s Public Diplomacy Grants is now accepting statements of interest (SOI) until April 1, 2023. Proposed programs should achieve one or more of the following goals: encourage Kuwait students to attend U.S. universities; counter discrimination, harassment and abuse against women; raise awareness of human trafficking; improvement of cybersecurity; promote relations between U.S. and Kuwait through educational, cultural or civic activities; or help marginalized groups to participate in politics and the economy. Awards up to $25,000 are available.

National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships: Due 12 APRIL 2023

NEH Fellowships supports scholars’ projects that are “exceptional research, rigorous analysis, and clear writing” (neh.gov). All disciplines are encouraged to apply. The application deadline is April 12, 2023. The grant period should last six to twelve months. A maximum award of $60,000 amount will be awarded with $5,000 given each month.
ARTS

National Endowment for the Arts Research Grants in the Arts: Due 27 MAR 2023

The NEA is seeking to support scholars through the Research in the Arts Program. Proposed research should analyze the value and impact of the arts individually or as overlapping components in American's lives. The NEA will award up to 20 grants with an award maximum of $100,000. Applications are accepted until March 27, 2023. For PIs interested, please read the program description for more details.

HEALTH SCIENCES

National Institute of Health’s Policy Updates

New Data Sharing Policy
Working on a NIH proposal? Be aware that under NIH’s new Data Management and Sharing policy, you are now required to submit a plan for the management and sharing of any research data with your grant application. For more information and help with creating a plan, see the NIH’s website.

Respnsible Conduct of Research Reminder
As of February 17, 2022, the NIH has revamped the Responsible Conduct of Research’s format, frequency and timing to cement education as central to research training. Read their website for more information.

National Institute of Health Services on Minority Health and Health Disparities (R01-Optional): Due 27 MAR 2023

The NIH’s Health Services Research on Minority Health and Health Disparities aims to innovate research with the goal of bettering health for minorities as well as reduce disparity in health care and clinical systems. Applications are accepted until March 27, 2023.

HUMANITIES

Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program: Due 21 MAR 2023

The BJA FY23 Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program are accepting applications until March 21, 2023, for proposal that promotes “cross-system collaboration to reduce criminal justice system involvement” as well as assist those with mental disorders and substance disorders. Please note BJA only accepts applications demonstrating collaboration with an agency with responsibility for criminal or juvenile justice activities and a mental health agency. The maximum award amount is $550,000.

STEM

NASA Early Career Faculty: NOI Due 16 MAR 2023, Proposal Due 13 APRIL 2023

NASA’s Early Career Faculty program seeks to support new faculty members at institutions who are intending to focus on space technology. $600,000 will be given out across 6 awardees. The following topics are anticipated for the final appendix: novel fluids for spacecraft thermal control; hypersonic transition and turbulence for entry, descent; and landing; and non-traditional orbit debris remediation. Notice of intent is encouraged and due March 16, 2023. Proposals are accepted until April 13, 2023.